How to Grow Carnivorous Plants Indoors?

1. Tropical sundews like *Drosera capensis* and *Drosera spatulata* make good houseplants.
   - How much sun or light should they receive? ________________________
   - How much water should they have? ______________________________

   Draw a picture of how to grow tropical sundews, be sure to include the tiny flying insects they eat:

2. Many Mexican *Pinguicula* are grow well next to windowsills. Draw a picture of one next to a window:

3. Lowland *Nepenthes* are found closer to sea level and do best with _______ days and nights.

4. Highland *Nepenthes* are found at higher elevations – like the top of a mountain - and grow best with ____________ temperature at night.

Draw how you should grow a Nepenthes pitcher plant inside the house: